The Hawthorne effect was first described in the 1950s, based on an analysis of experiments conducted three decades earlier at the Hawthorne works of the Western Electric Company in Illinois. These investigations of ways to improve productivity show that regardless of the intervention—changes in factory illumination, changes in the structure of breaks or even changes back to the original working conditions—worker productivity increased. While many have debated the meaning of these results, a common, basic interpretation has been that the attention received by participants in an experiment can itself alter the outcomes of the study.

The concept that subjects behave differently in experimental settings has had an enduring impact in social sciences research. In medical research, the Hawthorne effect is seen as a type of bias, as patients seem to fare better by simply participating in a clinical trial, presumably due to the increased attention paid to participants, and the benefits of being watched. The effect has been most convincingly demonstrated in a study of intense versus minimal follow-up among patients with dementia receiving Ginkgo supplements, showing that the act of frequent follow-up visits rather than the administration of a medication led to improved patient outcomes. Unlike the placebo effect, where patients in a placebo arm experience a real change in symptoms while taking an inert substance, the Hawthorne effect represents a social phenomenon driven by a desire to please and meet the expectations of the researcher.

In healthcare epidemiology, direct observation has long been the gold standard for monitoring hand hygiene compliance rates. Yet, many are worried that the Hawthorne effect inflates rates of hand hygiene compliance generated by direct observation. Healthcare workers will be more likely to perform hand hygiene when they know that a monitor is observing them. Data collected by unit-based hand hygiene auditors have especially been suspected because the auditor is easily recognisable and their mere presence on the unit could trigger a temporary increase in hand hygiene activity, which artificially inflates the compliance rate.

Although no study has convincingly demonstrated the Hawthorne effect in measuring hand hygiene compliance, the plausibility of such an effect has stimulated various creative methods to avoid it and obtain more accurate measures. For instance, ‘secret shoppers’ not suspected of auditing hand hygiene, such as medical students, research assistants and hospital administrators, have been used at some hospitals. High tech methods of monitoring compliance while avoiding biased measurement have included radio frequency identification systems, wireless radio systems, video-monitored observation systems and electronic counters mounted on hand hygiene dispensers. However, these systems are expensive and carry the risk of eroding employee trust by generating the sense of ‘Big Brother watching’. Thus, the question of whether or not the Hawthorne effect inflates rates of hand hygiene compliance obtained by standard observation remains an important one for most hospitals.

Srigley et al used a real-time location system (RTLS) to track the usage of hand hygiene products and the location of
hand hygiene auditors over an 8-month period in two inpatient units at an academic medical centre. The RTLS used small ultrasound-emitting tags worn by staff who volunteered to take part in the study. The system continuously monitored the location of staff using a network of wireless receivers in patient rooms and hallways, and above all alcohol-based hand rub and soap dispensers. A geographical information systems engine used the ultrasound emissions from each tag to compute movement, location and proximity of tags to each other.

Healthcare workers and auditors knew about a larger study of the impact of a type of behaviour change approach (positive deviance) on healthcare associated infections. However, they remained blinded to a sub-hypothesis of the study aiming to detect the Hawthorne effect in relation to the use of hand hygiene product on exposure to an auditor. Specifically, this sub-study sought to measure the impact of an auditor within eyesight on the frequency of hand hygiene events. Using the layout of the study units and the placement of sensors, the authors identified the line of sight relative to an auditor at any given time. They then compared hand hygiene events for staff within eyesight of an auditor with event rates when the auditor was not present at all or present but not within eyesight.

The study showed an impressive threefold increase in the hand hygiene event rate when the auditor was in the line of sight of a dispenser, as compared with the same dispenser 1 week earlier (with no auditor present) and with dispensers on the same unit at the same time that were not within the line of sight of the auditor. Not surprisingly, the increased event rate did not extend to the dispensers located inside patient rooms, which is where most of the ‘five moments’ for hand hygiene proposed by the WHO occur. Since the Hawthorne effect appears to occur at the most public and visible point of care (entry or exit to a room), it follows that the other moments, which generally occur in the privacy of a patient’s room, would have even lower compliance.

While the results of this study confirm the existence of an observer effect in hand hygiene, it is not a straightforward exercise to use the results of this study to estimate true rates of hand hygiene when no auditor is on the unit. Only a minority of staff volunteered for the study. The number of staff wearing the RTLS tags was sufficient to generate statistical significance for the threefold increase in the likelihood of hand hygiene compliance within the eyesight of an auditor. But, the number of staff wearing RTLS tags at any given time was too small to generate a reliable estimate of hand hygiene compliance in the absence of auditors. In addition, some individual healthcare workers have higher baseline rates of compliance than others. However, regardless of whether individual healthcare workers were high or low performers, the authors were able to demonstrate over time an impressive overall impact on those wearing a sensor when auditors stepped onto the unit. While the threefold increase in hand hygiene adherence represents a robust result, it does not follow that hospitals must divide their observed hand hygiene compliance by a factor of 3 in order to estimate the true rate of hand hygiene compliance. In other words, while the results of Srigley et al convincingly demonstrate that the presence of an auditor increases the likelihood of hand hygiene compliance by a factor of 3, it is not the case that a hospital that has an apparently high hand hygiene compliance rate of, say, 90%, in fact has a dismal rate of 30%.

How could this be? The compliance rate observed by auditors includes observations of some staff who perform hand hygiene most of the time (70%–90%) and some who have much lower adherence (20%–40%). What Srigley et al show is that both these types of people (call them adherers and non-adherers) are more likely to engage in hand hygiene when an auditor is within eyesight. The magnitude of the bias introduced by the Hawthorne effect depends on the proportion of non-adherers.

How to apply the results of this study to one’s own hospital depends on the intensity and sophistication of the hand hygiene programme within an institution. If an organisation with a hand hygiene compliance rate of 40% engages in a simple audit and feedback programme—posting monthly hand hygiene rates on units—along with a memo or two from hospital leaders is shown to have a rate of 90% 6 months later; this dramatic increase likely represents a substantially biased estimate due to the Hawthorne effect. Most of the staff in this hospital are non-adherers. Their hand hygiene adherence rate increases substantially when known observers are on the unit. The true rate of adherence is probably the rate when no observer is present, since the impact of an observer is short-lived and only serves as a temporary reminder to healthcare workers that they should be cleaning their hands. By contrast, in a hospital with a more intensive programme, including not just audit and feedback but a major education campaign, increased signage, maximal product placement, computer screensavers, unit-based champions and other methods aimed at changing culture, a steady rise in adherence rates over 1–2 years has likely achieved sustained improvement in the true unobserved hand hygiene rate.

The results of this study help us recognise that sometimes gains in hand hygiene rates are ‘too good to be true.’ Humans are social beings who aim to please and wish to appear better than they are. Simply reporting observed hand hygiene rates back to staff is not likely to cause major improvements. If major improvements are observed, they are probably spurious and reflect a Hawthorne effect. In such cases, the hospital needs to undertake more intensive interventions that address the causes of poor compliance, and
possibly supplementing routine observation with other measurement methods.

Instead of lamenting that the Hawthorne effect in hand hygiene documented by Srigley et al.\(^\text{12}\) requires us to downwardly readjust our expectations of compliance, their results should lead us to consider ways in which this phenomenon can be harnessed. Actively appealing to the human desires for positive feedback and conformity to workplace norms provides the opportunity to harness the Hawthorne effect. Implementing intensive strategies that play on the awareness of being observed, such as regularly announcing audits, rotating auditors, embedding auditors into care teams or high tech tracking devices, are tools that are more likely to drive sustained change. By understanding how the Hawthorne effect impacts hand hygiene behaviour, we can appropriately interpret our hand hygiene rates and use the power of being watched and the desire to please as tools in our efforts to improve patient safety and organisational culture.
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